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Abstract
Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) is a process where individuals, supported by enabling technologies, behave like
physical sensors to harvest georeferenced content in their surroundings. The value of this, typically heterogeneous, content has been
recognized by both researchers and organizations. However, in order to be fruitfully used in various VGI-based types of application
reliability and quality of particular VGI content (i.e., Points of Interest) have to be assessed. This evaluation can be based on
reputation scores that summarize users’ experiences with the specific content. Following this direction, our contribution provides,
primarily, a new comprehensive model and a multi-layer architecture for reputation evaluation aimed to assess quality of VGI
content. Secondly, we demonstrate the relevance of adopting such a framework through an applicative scenario for recommending
touristic itineraries.
c© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Citizens as sensors1 is a terminology introduced in a seminal paper by Goodchild9 with the idea that each in-
dividual, supported by enabling technologies like smartphones and wearable sensors, behaves like physical sensors
reporting through the Internet detailed information about the environment he/she is living in. The user-reported data
can be distinguished into passively or actively collected. Passive data collection is when we share our whereabouts,
even without knowing we are doing so, like the Google Maps real-time traffic information. On the other hand, data is
actively collected when there is an explicit action of the individual in reporting some information. This last case, when
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related to the active sensing of geographic-related information, is also known as Volunteer Geographical Information
(VGI). VGI, or geospatial crowdsourcing, is “where citizens (volunteers) contribute data and information about the
earth and environment that is explicitly or implicitly georeferenced and then disseminated via collaborative projects,
such as OpenStreetMap or social media such as Flickr, Twitter and Facebook”12. Active user-generated data collec-
tion is a recent phenomenon growing rapidly in terms of citizen adoption and volume of data/information produced
in the direction of the so called Web 3.0 or Collective Intelligence2. As a consequence, it is more and more attracting
the attention of researchers and organizations11.
A relevant aspect of VGI for users and applications is that in many cases it provides more timely, updated and
detailed content than authoritative sources9. On the negative side, it is known that the process of VGI generation
is intrinsically subjective and loosely controlled; it relies often on devices having variable levels of precision and
on untrained volunteers. As a consequence, VGI data are highly heterogeneous in coverage, density and quality.
Techniques to estimate and improve the quality of these data are therefore needed1,13 in order to decide whether they
can be suitable for a given domain or application.
A classification of approaches for assessing overall quality of VGI covering a geographical area is discussed in
the work of Goodchild and Li10. However, for various types of user-oriented applications that focus on particular
geospatial objects, it is important to get an estimation of the quality of descriptions about specific points of interest
(PoI). For instance, it can be required to know whether to trust or not the VGI description of an object. Examples
can be found in applications providing information on the location and type of architectural barriers6 or the potability
of water wells2. In the following, we hint at another example about Spatial Decision Support Systems. Quality
indicators for VGI data focus on aspects influencing the quality without measuring it directly. Just to cite few: lineage,
which relies on the history and evolution of the dataset describing for example a PoI, quality of textual descriptions3,
experience3, trustworthiness and reputation7.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides additional research context on evaluating
reputation for crowd-sensed applications. In Section 3, we propose a multi-layer architecture to enhance VGI reputa-
tion. In Section 4, the reputation model requirements and metrics are defined and assessed by some experimentation
presented in Section 5. In Section 6, an applicative scenario about recommending touristic itineraries is described to
illustrate the potentiality of including our reputation mechanism on citizen-generated data. The paper concludes in
Section 7 with some suggestions to extend our model and future research directions.
Motivating scenario. Spatial Decision Support Systems are commonly created to allow several decision-makers to
collaboratively plan their actions.4 Because of the increasing complexity in several real-life scenarios, including
hazard management and road traffic monitoring, stakeholders are relying on people with advanced technologies (e.g.,
smartphones, wearables) to collect VGI data anytime, anywhere, about events and objects of interest. Although some
progress is being achieved, several obstacles are still challenging the efforts to integrate VGI capabilities with Spatial
Data Warehouses (SDW) for more advanced analytics. For instance, the VGI datasets are commonly unstructured,
with varying qualities, formats, granularities, and trustworthiness levels. As this investigation is expected to happen
frequently, assigning reputation values to VGI participants and their contributions is a relevant add-on feature. These
values are particularly important to filter, prioritize and lighten data loading into the SDW.
2. Related Work
Several research and development works have attempted to estimate reputation of user-generated georeferenced
content in different applications. For example, Bishr and Khun2 described a reputation model based on coherence of
volunteers’ reports on the potability of water wells in developing countries. The potability status has a simple boolean
value and time is explicitly included in the model. For instance, trustworthiness in the reports about potability is
reduced proportionally to the elapsed time since the creation of such reports. Our model considers more general VGI
scenarios allowing for complex descriptions of objects. Another approach is given in Zhao et al.18 They estimate
trustworthiness of VGI data based on contributor’s reputation as well as on analyzing several versions of VGI data.
This is similar to the approaches proposed by D’Antonio et al.7 Each version of VGI description is created by a
2 https://glennremoreras.com/tag/collective-intelligence/
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Fig. 1. Reference multi-layer architecture for VGI reputation.
contributor and reports the current status of a geospatial object. The level of trust on a specific version depends on:
(i) contributor’s reputation; (ii) similarity distance between this version and the previous one for the same object; and
(iii) level of trust in the previous version. As per our approach, these authors distinguish between implicit and explicit
assessment of contributors.
Trustworthiness and reputation have been studied in other contexts. We can mention crowdsourcing16, multi-agent
systems17 and social networks14 where a trust value is typically defined with reference to an ordered pair of users or to
pair user-object. Differently, reputation is a community-based value associated with a user. In particular, CrowdRec16
is a recent task-oriented recommendation approach that recommends reliable workers for a specific task assigned by
a requester. A worker is recommended for a task when he has received positive evaluations from trusted requesters
on tasks of the same type. The approach defines a graph where edges are representing the trust relationships between
requesters. Basically, edges are weighted proportionally to the number of times the requesters evaluated in a coherent
way a worker on similar tasks. Similar to our approach, CrowdRec deals with dishonest behaviors. However, the
problem setting is different from ours because there is no an overall reputation value associated with a worker, but
rather a prediction of a worker’s performance is doing a specific type of task for a given requester is computed.
3. An architecture for reputation-enhanced VGI
In this section, we present a multi-layer architecture (see Fig. 1) for VGI enhanced with reputation scores. This
architecture briefly introduces the main concepts and their relationships for evaluating reputation. For the scope of this
paper, we will highlight the layers of activities and versions. According to18, a version of a VGI description, hereafter
simply a version, is a description of state of a geospatial real world object at a certain time as inserted by a given
user (the correspondent author). For the same state, more versions can be produced, as far as the state of an object
can change during its lifespan (e.g., its address can change), thus making out of date all previous versions describing
it. In our approach, we compute reputation of both authors/users and the correspondent versions. Basically, user’s
reputation is based on other peers’ feedbacks who had judged his/her versions. Similarly, the reputation of a version
describing an object state depends: (i) on the peers’ feedbacks on it and (ii) on the activities of authors who tried to
update the version by producing other versions referring the same object state.
In layer of versions, we model a version (e.g., the description of a georeferenced PoI or any element on a map, as
a street) as a set of pairs < attribute, value > with a URI identifying the described object. Versions are stored in VGI
repositories, like OpenStreet Map (OSM) and WikiMapia.
In layer of activities, we register the user’s activities. We consider four user’s activities: (i) creation of a new
version, (ii) modification of an existing version, (iii) completion of an existing version, or (iv) direct feedback on a
version. With the creation activity, a user produces a new set of pairs < attribute, value >, that is a new version. A
modification refers to an existing version and consists of new values for pairs < attribute, value > already existing in
the version (e.g., the pair <opening, Monday-Friday> modifies <opening, Monday-Saturday>). Similarly, a comple-
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tion refers to an existing version and defines a set of new pairs < attribute, value > meant to be added to an existing
version (e.g., <phone2, +39303333020> is added to an existing version). Every time a user makes a modification
(respectively, a completion) to a version A, a new version A’ is generated from A by making a copy of A and then
modifying the original pairs (respectively, adding new pairs). Finally, a user’s direct feedback on a version A assesses
either that the version is correct (positive feedback) or not (negative feedback) according to this user. For each version
(e.g., A, A’), its creation time is stored. A reputation value in [0, 1] is associated with both user and version. Modi-
fications, completions and direct feedbacks on a version A modify both the reputations of A and the reputation of its
author. This is a remarkable feature for our model. In the architecture depicted in Fig. 1, the content of the versions
layer is stored in the VGI sources and the reputation information is stored in a separated repository. In fact, reputation
scores of authors and versions are stored and managed by a platform separated from the VGI source repositories.
Concerning the layer of users we can distinguish between active users, who have performed any type of activity
on versions, and non active ones, who have given only direct feedbacks to versions produced by other users. In the
Fig. 1, User b and User c are active while User a is not active. We also distinguish between cooperative users, behaving
honestly, and non-cooperative users, behaving according to a malicious attitude (e.g., giving a positive feedback to a
clearly wrong version in order to increase the reputation of another dishonest user).
4. Reputation evaluation model
In this section, we assess some requirements and metrics for the reputation evaluation model based on the multi-
layer architecture. As mentioned before, the reputation of versions depends not only on feedbacks being considered
as direct evaluations, but also on modifications and completions considered as indirect feedbacks. A modification
reduces the reputation of any version since we can infer that the user making the modification has judged the original
version presenting errors or requiring some update. On the contrary, a completion activity tends to recognize the
original content as correct but incomplete. Therefore, a completion should increase the reputation of the original
version whereas a modification should decrease it. Modifications and completions are then considered in our model
as implicit feedbacks. The impact of a modification/completion action should depend on how much the new resulting
version diverges from the original one. For example, a small modification should only reduce slightly the reputation
of the original version.
To make the user’s contribution consistent and reliable, the activities on versions are also subject to constraints.
For example, a user is not allowed to give directly feedback to another user nor evaluate a version more than once.
This is set to avoid a malicious user to deliberately increasing or decreasing the reputation of other specific peers or
their contents too. In the following, we formalize the metrics.
User reputation. Every time a feedback, completion or modification are made on a version, the User reputation score
of the author is updated as follows:
uRu =
 uR0(1 − e−n) · POS uPOS u+NEGu + e−n · uR0 (1)
where uRu ∈ [0, 1] and uRu = 1 is the maximum reputation. We are not classifying explicitly the honest/malicious
nature of users based on the reputation score, but all the user’s activities are weighted proportionally to his/her rep-
utation. The first case of Eq. (1) applies when no activities have been made yet to any versions authored by the user
u, i.e., the positive and negative feedbacks are zero (i.e., POS u = 0 and NEGu = 0). The term uR0 is the initial user
reputation, usually set to a quite low reputation value (e.g., 0.3) for every new user. Alternatively, the initial reputation
could be set based on automated analysis of the user information (e.g., their completeness) provided in filling in the
registration profile3. In the second case of Eq. (1), the parameter n is the total number of versions produced by the
user u. This includes new versions and those produced due to the modifications or completions of other versions. The
objective of the exponential coefficient e−n is to reduce the amplitude of the initial oscillations of the uRu value when
n is low (e.g., n < 3). This is to prevent that a single positive or negative feedback can increase or decrease a lot the
3 The features in user profile can also analyzed with machine learning techniques in order to detect fake profiles or multiple registrations of the
same user, as proposed in Xiao al Al. 15. Detected fake profiles then can be disabled or submitted to human checking.
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reputation uRu when u has produced just few versions. Moreover, as n increases, the initial reputation uR0 has less
impact so the user’s reputation score depends more and more on the feedbacks provided by other users.




POS v · h(tv) NEGu =
∑
v∈V(u)
NEGv · h(tv) (2)
where V(u) is the set of contributions produced by the user u and v is the version. POS v and NEGv summarize,
respectively, positive and negative feeedbacks being expressed on the version v. h(tv) is a coefficient weighting the
contribution of POS v and NEGv that depends on the creation time tv of v (the aging of version), as formalized below.
Aging of versions. The coefficient h() assigns a higher weight to feedbacks expressed on recent versions. This value
decreases linearly with the difference between the evaluation time t and the creation time tv of a version v. In particular,
h(tv) is equal to 0 when this difference is larger than a predefined value α. The reason is that feedbacks on old versions
should impact less the author’s reputation compared to feedbacks on new versions because the content will obviously
become obsolete/old with time. In our experiments, we have chosen α equal to 180 days; feedbacks on a version older
than 180 days are no more changing the author’s reputation. This coefficient is defined as:
h(tv) =
α−(t−tv)α if t − tv < α0 if t − tv ≥ α (3)
where h(tv) ∈ [0, 1]. We notice that since POS v and NEGv are always positive, POS u and NEGu are positive as well.
Reputation of versions. The reputation score vRv of a version v is based on (implicit and explicit) feedbacks given to
v by other peers.
vRv =
 vR0(1 − e−k) · POS vPOS v+NEGv + e−k · vR0 (4)
where vRv ∈ [0, 1] and k is the number of feedbacks on v. The first case in Eq. (4) applies when k = 0. In the second
case, when k , 0, reputation score vRv is defined according to an expression similar to the one for user’s reputation
score, as in Eq. 1.
The initial reputation vR0 ∈ [0, 1] is a combination of the activities on the version (new version, modification,




(1 − S im(v, vPrev)) · uRu+
S im(v, vPrev) · min(vRvPrev, uRu) otherwise
(5)
where vers(v) is true when v is a new version and, in this case, the initial reputation vR0 is set to be equal to the
reputation uRu of the author. Otherwise, when v is obtained by modification or completion of a previous version,
vR0 is computed as weighted mean of: (i) the author reputation uRu and (ii) the minimum between the reputation of
the previous contribution vPrev and uRu. The rationale for selecting the minimum is the following. If reputation of
vPrev is high and uRu is low, a user u could maliciously modify a version with high reputation in order to produce a
version v with some wrong content (e.g., a different website address) but having initially a high reputation. By taking
the minimum, this cannot happen since the user’s reputation uRu poses an upper bound to the initial reputation of
v. S im(v, vPrev) ∈ [0, 1] is a similarity measure of the current and the previous version. The more these versions
are dissimilar (i.e., S im(v, vPrev) ∼ 0), the closer the reputation score to the author’s reputation score uRu and thus
independent of the reputation of vPrev. This is because if the version v modifies significantly vPrev then the reputation
of v should be more depending on the author than on the previous version vPrev. We will not detail here how to
calculate S im(v, vPrev) due to page limitation. It is proportional to the number of pairs < attribute, value > and
identical for both versions v and vPrev.
Feedback evaluation. The values of POS v and NEGv, summarizing the positive and negative amount of direct and
indirect feedbacks on version v, are updated every time a new feedback on v is produced. The impact of a feedback
by a user u f is proportional to reputation of u f . In particular, the equation for updating the current POS v when either
a positive feedback or a completion f is submitted by a user u f with reputation uR f , is the following:
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Fig. 2. Identification of: (a) users, (b) versions, in the model without aging, and of: (c) users, (d) versions, in the model with aging.
POS ′v = POS v +
 uR f if f is pos. feedbackS im(v′, v) · uR f if f is completion (6)
In case of completion, v′ denotes the upgraded version of v after this operation. More the versions v and v′ are similar,
higher the increasing of POS v due to the presence of the similarity coefficient S im(v′, v). The rationale is that if v′ is
very different from v, it is not considered a completely positive evaluation of v, i.e., v was evaluated as incomplete. In
this case, POS ′v has not to differ a lot from POS v.
We define as well the equation for updating NEGv when either a negative feedback or a modification f is submitted
by u f with reputation uR f :
NEG′v = NEGv +
 uR f if f is neg. feedback(1 − S im(v′, v)) · uR f if f is modification (7)
5. Experimental evaluation
This section provides preliminary experimental results to evaluate our approach. We implemented in Matlab4 the
reputation model described in the previous section and tested its accuracy in two different experimental settings. In
the simulation, a version is a-priori labeled either as correct (i.e., supposed to represent truthfully the reality) or incor-
rect. Similarly, a user is labeled either as cooperative or non-cooperative (i.e., malicious) and behaves consequently.
For example, non-cooperative users can: (i) create incorrect versions, (ii) give negative feedbacks, or modify, correct
versions in order to reduce the reputations of versions and, as a consequence, of their authors. On the contrary, coop-
erative users can: (i) create correct versions and (ii) perform activities on existing versions coherent with their status.
Moreover, a user can be either active, allowed performing any type of action on versions, or passive, allowed giving
direct feedbacks only. By running the experiments we measure the accuracy of the reputation model in identifying
correctly, i.e., according to the labels, cooperative/non-cooperative users and correct/incorrect versions. We recall
that the objective of the proposed reputation model is to assign high reputation scores to cooperative users and to
correct versions and low reputation scores otherwise. In the experiments, we assumed a cooperative user is identified
correctly if the reputation score is in (0.5, 1] at the end of the simulation; a non-cooperative user is identified correctly
if the reputation score is in [0, 0.5]. We use the same criteria for identifying versions.
We present two experiments where we aim to observe the level of accuracy under different conditions. All the
numerical results presented in the following are obtained as averages by running ten simulations5.
In the first experiment, we want to compute the accuracy in identifying cooperative and non-cooperative users
by varying the number of cooperative users. In this experiment, we disregard the aging of versions feature (i.e., we
set h(tv) = 1). The objective is to test the levels of accuracy even in a simplified version of the model. We set the
4 https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html
5 The detailed parameters and output datasets of the simulations are available at: http://tinyurl.com/ant2017exp
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percentage of active users to 10%, so 90% of users are not active. Approximately, this proportion between active
users, contributing as reviewers, and users giving only feedbacks, reflects the Amazon community6. The type of an
activity performed during the simulation is chosen randomly based on the probability distribution: creation of a new
version, 1%; modification, 1%; completion, 1%; direct feedback, 97%. We set the total number of activities to 10000
and the number of users to 500. The results reporting the amount of users identified correctly is shown in Fig. 2(a).
The result reporting the amount of correctly identified versions is in Fig. 2(b). We can notice the high performances
of the model when cooperative users are respectively the 90%, 80% and 70% of the total users. The results are even
better when we consider the amount of correct identification of versions receiving at least 5 feedbacks (not reported
in the figure). On the contrary, when cooperative users decrease to 50% the performance falls down. In this case,
the amounts of cooperative and non-cooperative users are equally balanced and every user is assigned with the same
initial reputation score uR0, so the model is not able to identify who is cooperative and who is not.
In the second experiment, we simulate the reputation model including also the mechanism of aging of versions.
The parameter α influencing the aging rate is set to 180 days. In particular, aging of versions becomes relevant when
we think about a version that in the past was describing correctly a real world object, but now is obsolete because the
object changed meanwhile its status (e.g., the street name changed). So, it is desirable that negative feedbacks and
modifications on a version older than the α period does not reduce the reputation of the author. Our current simulation
software does not include this scenario where an object can change its status. Therefore, aging of versions does
not bring a clear average in these simulations. We obtain slightly lower accuracies than in the previous experiment
when we have 80% and 70% of cooperative users, even though the results look still good. The percents of correct
identifications are shown in Fig. 2(c) for users and in Fig. 2(d) for contributions.
6. Applicative scenario: user-generated data for tourism planning
The widespread diffusion of personal location-aware devices combined with the advent of smart cities, where
several kinds of sensors collect environment measures in real time, and the user generated geographical data shared
through the Internet are creating a new kind of mobile, semantically rich sensed data. This opens the path to new
application scenarios where the combination of accurate device-sensed data has to be combined with the less accurate
user generated data. Improving the quality of volunteer collected data is a necessary step towards the the real usability
of such data. An example of an application scenario that is gaining more and more attraction is the field of tourism
itinerary recommendations.7
Tourists approaching their destination for the first time deal with the problem of planning a sightseeing itinerary
that covers the most subjectively interesting attractions while fitting the time available for their visit. TripBuilder
(http://tripbuilder.isti.cnr.it) is an unsupervised system helping tourists to build their own personalized sightseeing
tour described in5. Given the target destination, the time available for the visit, and the tourist’s profile, TripBuilder
recommends a time-budgeted tour that maximizes tourist’s interests and takes into account both the time needed to
enjoy the attractions and to move from one PoI to the next one. A distinctive feature of TripBuilder is that the
knowledge base feeding the recommendation model is entirely and automatically extracted from publicy available
crowdsourced data like Flickr and Wikipedia.
However, Wikipedia as a source of PoIs for tourism recommendations has some limitations as some world parts
like latin-america or asian countries are not covered by a sufficient number of Wikipedia pages describing tourist
attractions and, because of this sparsity, need to rely on other local sources of crowd data. The integration of these
local-based, up-to-date, user-generated and reliable Volunteer Geographical data source capable of describing the
Points of Interests into the recommendation engine is crucial for supporting Tripbuilder in these areas. Another
important aspect to be considerend in tourist travel planning is the collection of environmental quality measures that
can affect the suggested paths to the most pleasant areas for the tourist. These environmental information can be
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In all these cases, it is crucial to assess dynamically the validity of these citizen-generated data8. This problem
can be tackled in a tightly coupled architecture where TripBuilder dynamically interact with the reputation layer to
asses the reputation level of the Points of Interests to be recommended to the user. When the version reputation value
of a PoI goes below a fixed threshold, the recommendation engine immediately excludes the PoI from the suggested
itinerary. In turn, users exploiting Tripbuilder to visit the PoI may contribute to the user-generated data with specific
actions to modify, update or complete the attraction information.
7. Conclusions and perspectives
In this paper, a novel comprehensive model and its architecture for reputation evaluation of VGI content has been
discussed and preliminarily evaluated by simulation. Our approach defines metrics to score a composite reputation of
VGI data coming from unknown contributors. We promote the usefulness of our model by discussing the integration of
VGI data with its reputation scores in applicative scenarios. Future work includes dealing with inconsistency that may
arise due to repeated updates and completions for the same PoI. We are also planning to perform a deeper evaluation
of the model, studying its possible joint use with other techniques for quality assessment in VGI data, and improving
our architecture in order to integrate it with other crowd-sensed applications. From a broader perspective, we plan
to integrate our findings in Mobile Crowdsourcing Systems in order to support processes of creation of Collective
Intelligence.
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